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Abstract
A partial matrix is a rectangular array, only some of whose entries are specified. The titled
completion problem asks if there is a choice of values for the unspecified entries of a partial
matrix resulting in a conventional matrix that is either doubly nonnegative (DN) or com-
pletely positive (CP). Since membership in the class of CP (resp. DN) matrces is inherited
by principal submatricies, a square partial matrix is called partial CP (DN) if all of its fully
specified principal submatrices are CP (DN). It has been shown [J.H. Drew, C.R. Johnson,
Linear and Multilinear Algebra 44 (1998) 85–92] that all partial CP (DN) matrices with a
given undirected graph G have a CP (DN) completion if and only if G is chordal and the
maximum number of verticies common to two distinct cliques is 1. Because induced cycles
prevent a graph from being chordal, we ask (and answer) the next most natural question in CP
(DN) completion theory: in order to guarantee the existence of a CP (DN) completion, what
additional conditions are required on the specified entries of the partial CP (DN) matrix whose
graph is a cycle? Moreover, how does one characterize the graphs for which these conditions
guarantee that a partial CP (DN) matrix has a CP (DN) completion? Surprisingly, the answer
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to this last question is the same for both cases, despite the differences between CP and DN.
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1. Introduction
An n  n matrix A is doubly nonnegative (DN) if it is both positive semidefinite
(PSD) and entry-wise nonnegative, and A is, further, completely positive (CP) if
A D BBT with B an n  m entry-wise nonnegative matrix. There is considerable
interest in these classes [1–10] because of problems arising in probability, geometry,
and combinatorics, etc., as well as within matrix theory itself. The two classes coin-
cide for n 6 4 [5,10] but thereafter differ (CP  DN properly). Recognition of DN
matrices is straightforward, but, unfortunately, no definitive test is yet known for a
matrix to be CP.
Our interest here lay in the completion problems for CP and DN matrices. A
partial matrix is a rectangular array, some of whose entries are specified, while the
remaining unspecified entries are free to be chosen from an agreed upon set (e.g., the
real numbers). A completion of a partial matrix is an allowed choice of values for
the unspecified entries resulting in a conventional matrix, and a completion problem
asks which partial matrices have a completion in a desired class. In our case, the
desired class is either the DN or CP matrices. Membership in each of these classes is
inherited by principal submatrices, so that obvious necessary conditions for a partial
matrix A to have a CP (resp. DN) completion are that A is square (n  n), symmetric
insofar as it is specified (i.e., the i; j entry is specified if and only if the j; i entry is,
and if so, they are equal), and all fully specified principal submatrices of A are CP
(resp. DN). Such a partial matrix is called a partial CP (DN) matrix.
The arrangement of specified entries in a partial matrix is quite important and is
conveniently described via a graph, in our cases an undirected graph G D G.A/ on
n vertices, in which fi; j g is an edge if and only if the i; j entry of A is specified.
All graphs mentioned herein are undirected. We assume throughout that the diagonal
entries of our partial matrices are all specified and positive and, by convention, we
omit loops from our graphs.
Not all partial CP (DN) matrices have CP (DN) completions, and the graphs for
which this is so were characterized in [4]; see Lemma 1. These are the chordal graphs
in which the maximum number of vertices common to two distinct cliques is 1,
which we will refer to as 1-chordal. Our purpose here, rather analogous to [2,3] for
the positive definite completion problem, is to understand the additional conditions
on the specified entries in order that a partial CP (DN) matrix whose graph is a
cycle have a CP (DN) completion and then to characterize those graphs for which
these conditions guarantee that a partial CP (DN) matrix has a CP (DN) completion.
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This is the most natural next step in CP (DN) completion theory, in part because
induced cycles of length >4 are exactly what prevent a graph from being chordal.
The answers turn out surprisingly nicely. In fact, the class of graphs is the same for
the two cases, despite the difference between CP and DN, and, when our conditions
are met in the case of a cycle, and after a natural normalization, even more can be
said: there is a CP (DN) completion in which no entry is smaller than the smallest
specified entry.
As in the case of [2] it is necessary to understand new structural graph theory in
order to prove our matrix theoretic results, and there may be independent interest in
the purely graph theoretic results of Section 4.
2. Preliminiaries and statement of the main result
If a partial PSD matrix (analogous definition) has a diagonal entry equal to 0,
then all specified entries in its row and column must be 0, and the row and column
in which it lies will be 0 in any PSD completion. Thus, such a row and column may
be ignored, and we assume, without loss of generality, that all diagonal entries are
(specified and) positive. In this event, we consider the (unambiguous) partial ma-
trix DAD, D D diag.a−.1=2/11 ; : : : ; a−.1=2/nn ), in place of our partial matrix A D .aij /.
Since our classes, CP and DN, are permutation similarity invariant, it suffices to
consider, for study of a cycle, partial matrices of the form
A D
2
666666666664
1 cos 2 ?    ? cos 1
cos 2 1 cos 3 ?    ?
? cos 3 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
::: ?
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. ?
?
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. cos n
cos 1 ?    ? cos n 1
3
777777777775
: (1)
Since A is assumed partial CP (DN) and, thus, PSD, the specified off-diagonal entries
(lying on the cycle), are no more than 1 in absolute value, and thus may be viewed
as cosines of angles i , 0 6 i 6 p, i D 1; : : : ; n. We may furthermore assume with-
out loss of generality that 1 D max i . For convenience, we relable these angles in
descending numerical order as
p >  01.D 1/ >  02 >    >  0n > 0:
In [3] it is shown that A has a PSD completion if and only if
2k−1X
iD1
 0i 6
nX
iD2k
 0i C 2.k − 1/p; k D 1; 2; : : : ;
ln
2
m
; (2)
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about n=2 independent conditions. However, in our cases, we assume, additionally,
that A is partial DN (which is equivalent to partial CP, as no fully specified principal
submatrix is bigger than 3  3). Thus, no specified off-diagonal entry is negative
and
0 6 i 6
p
2
; i D 1; : : : ; n: (3)
In this event, it is straightforward to conclude that the conditions k D 2; : : : ; dn=2e
in (2) are implied by the condition k D 1. Thus, in our cases, we have, in place of the
conditions (2), the single necessary condition
1 6 2 C    C n (4)
for the completability of A to a DN (CP) matrix. Note that the necessity of this condi-
tion (obviously) follows from the mentioned result of [3], and, though the sufficiency
for a PSD completion also follows, via the above remarks, the sufficiency for a DN
(much less CP) completion for A follows neither from the statement nor the proof in
[3]. However, our first main result states that it is sufficient for both.
Theorem 1. The following statements about a partial matrix A of the form (1) are
equivalent:
(i) if A is partial CP, then A has a CP completion, in which no entry is smaller
than the smallest specified entry;
(ii) if A is partial DN, then A has a DN completion, in which no entry is smaller
than the smallest specifed entry;
(iii) 2 max16i6n i 6 1 C    C n.
We refer to (iii) as the “cycle condition” for both the CP and DN completion
problems. Note that the implication .i/ ) .ii/ is immediate because partial CP is
equivalent to partial DN for partial matrices of the form (1) and CP  DN in gen-
eral. Also, the implication .ii/ ) .iii/ is the content of the discussion leading up
to the statement of Thorem 1. The more subtle implication .iii/ ) .i/ is proven in
Section 3.
Theorem 1 provides the basis for characterization of those graphs for which the
cycle conditions are sufficient for a partial CP (DN) matrix to have a CP (DN) com-
pletion. This is analogous to the work in [2] for the PSD completion problem. In-
terestingly, the class of graphs is the same for the two classes CP and DN. We call
an undirected graph G a block graph if each of its connected components may be
constructed inductively from cliques (complete graphs) and cycles by articulating
(vertex identification) the “next” clique or cycle at a vertex of the thus far constructed
component. This amounts to a tree like construction for each connected component,
e.g. see Fig. 1, in which the black verticies are the vertices of articulation. If only
cliques are used, a special type of chordal graph results, which we now refer to
as a 1-chordal graph (for obvious reasons). The term “block clique” graph (among
others) has been used previously [4]. We say that a partial CP (DN) matrix satisfies
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Fig. 1.
the cycle conditions if every principal submatrix corresponding to an induced cycle
in the graph of its specified entries, when normalized to the form of A in (1), meets
condition (iii) in Theorem 1. We then have our main result:
Theorem 2. The following statements about an undirected graph G are equivalent:
(i) every partial CP matrix meeting the cycle conditions and the graph of whose
specified entries is G has a CP completion;
(ii) every partial DN matrix meeting the cycle conditions and the graph of whose
specifed entries is G has a DN completion;
(iii) G is a block graph.
The main result of [4] is important in the proof:
Lemma 1. Every partial CP (DN) matrix the graph of whose specified entries is G
has a CP (DN) completion if and only if G is 1-chordal.
The implications .iii/ ) .i/ and .iii/ ) .ii/ in Theorem 2 follow easily from
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. The reverse implications require a deeper graph theoretic
understanding of block graphs, which we develop in Section 4, and the construction
of special data for nonblock graphs (using the graph theoretic structure), which we
carry out in Section 5. Specifically, we show that the presence of certain simple
induced subgraphs distinguishes nonblock from block graphs, and for these induced
subgraphs, we show how to construct data that meet the necessary conditions, has
no CP (DN) completion and may be embedded in the full graph (matrix) in a man-
ner meeting all necessary conditions. Because of the inheritance properties of CP
(DN) matrices, the incompletablity of the principal submatrices associated with the
induced subgraphs means that the full graphs do not require completability. Details
of the proofs of our main results are included in Section 6.
3. Sufficiency of the cycle condition
In this section, we will show that if the specified entries of a partial CP (DN)
matrix have a block graph, then a sufficient condition for the matrix to have a CP
(DN) completion is that the matrix satisfies the cycle conditions.
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We will first show that a partial CP matrix of the form (1) is completable if equal-
ity holds in the cycle condition (iii).
Lemma 2. Let A be a partial CP matrix in form (1) with 0 6 i 6 p=2 for 1 6 i 6
n and let  D maxf1; : : : ; ng. If 2 D 1 C    C n; then A has a CP completion
with every entry no smaller than cos .
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume 1 D . A CP completion for A is
given by OA, where Oakj D cos.kC1 C kC2 C    C j / for 1 < k C 1 < j 6 n. Note
that Oakj > cos 1 as claimed since 0 6 kC1 C kC2 C    C j 6 1. OA is CP since
OA D BBT with
B D
2
666666666666666664
1 0
cos 2 sin 2
cos.2 C 3/ sin.2 C 3/
:::
:::
cos.2 C    C n−1/ sin.2 C    C n−1/
cos 1 sin 1
3
777777777777777775
:
It is easy to check that OA D BBT by using the identity cos  cos  C sin  sin  D
cos. − /: 
Using Lemma 2, we will now show that a partial CP matrix, the graph of whose
specified entries is a full cycle, is completable when inequality holds in the cycle
condition. But first we must prove two additional lemmas.
Lemma 3. If t 2 T0; 1/ and At D TA − tI U=.1 − t/ is CP, then A is CP.
Proof. A D .1 − t/At C tI is CP since CP is closed under addition and nonnegative
scalar multiplication [9]. 
Lemma 4. Let
C D
2
4a a bTa a bT
b b B
3
5 and C1 D

a bT
b B

;
in which a 2 R; b 2 Rn−1 and B is .n − 2/  .n − 2/. Then C is CP if and only if
C1 is CP.
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Proof. .)/ Since C1 is a principal submatrix of a CP matrix, C1 is CP.
.(/ Assuming C1 is CP, let C1 D B1BT1 and
B1 D
"
bT1
B2
#
;
in which B1 is an n  m entry-wise nonnegative matrix and b1 2 Rm. Then
C1 D

a bT
b B

D
2
4bT1 b1 bT1 BT2
B2b1 B2BT2
3
5
and 2
64
bT1
bT1
B2
3
75b1 b1 BT2  D
2
64
bT1 b1 b
T
1 b1 b
T
1 B
T
2
bT1 b1 b
T
1 b1 b
T
1 B
T
2
B2b1 B2b1 B2B
T
2
3
75 D
2
64
a a bT
a a bT
b b B
3
75 D C:
Thus C is CP. 
Theorem 3. Let A be a partial CP matrix in form (1) with 0 6 i 6 p=2 for 1 6 i 6
n and let  D maxf1; : : : ; ng. If 2 6 1 C    C n; then A has a CP completion
with every entry no smaller than cos .
Proof. Without loss of generality assume 1 D . We proceed by induction. When
n D 3, consider the matrix
A D
2
64
1 cos 2 cos 1
cos 2 1 cos 3
cos 1 cos 3 1
3
75 ;
in which 1 D maxf1; 2; 3g, 1 6 2 C 3 and 0 6 i 6 p=2 for 1 6 i 6 3. By
Proposition 2 of [3], A is positive semidefinite. Since A is also entry-wise nonnega-
tive, A is DN and therefore also CP by Ref. [10]. Thus, A is trivially CP completable
because it is already CP.
Now assume that the theorem is true for .n − 1/  .n − 1/ matrices and let A
be an n  n partial CP matrix that satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. We must
show that A is CP completable. If 1 D 2 C    C n, we are done by Lemma 2.
Otherwise, consider the matrix QA D TA − tI U=.1 − t/ with t constrained to keep
the entries of QA no larger than 1, i.e., 0 6 t 6  D 1 − cos.minf1; : : : ; ng/. The
specified off-diagonal entries of QA can be expressed as cos Qi where Qi D arccosT.cos
i/=.1 − t/U. Note that 0 6 Qi 6 i and i 6 j if and only if Qi 6 Qj for all i; j .
Thus, Q1 6 1 and Q1 D maxf Q1; : : : ; Qng. As t increase from 0 to  , the Qi’s vary
continuously. As a result, either (1) Q1 6 Q2 C    C Qn for all t 2 T0;  U or (2) there
is a t0 2 T0;  U such that Q1 D Q2 C    C Qn. If (2) occurs, then by Lemma 2 QA is CP
completable for t D t0 with entries no smaller than cos Q1. Then, by Lemma 3 A is
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CP completable and by monotonicity no entry of the completion will be smaller than
cos 1.
If (1) occurs, then for t D  the largest off-diagonal element of QA is 1. In this case
we may assume cos Q2 D 1 and write
QA D
2
6666666666666664
1 1 ?    ? cos Q1
1 1 cos Q3       ?
? cos Q3 1 cos Q4 . . .
:::
::: ? cos Q4 1 . . . ?
?
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. cos Qn
cos Q1 ?    ? cos Qn 1
3
7777777777777775
:
Since QA is a partial PSD matrix, all vectors of the completion of QA in the same
rows or columns as the singular matrix
1 1
1 1

must be in the row space or column
space of
1 1
1 1

: Hence, the first two rows of the completion of QA must be identical, as
well as the first two columns. Applying Lemma 4, QA has a CP completion if and only
if the matrix QA1, achieved by deleting the first row and column of QA, has a CP com-
pletion. Since Q1 6 Q3 C Q4 C    C Qn and Q1 D maxf Q1; Q3; Q4; : : : ; Qng and QA1 is
.n − 1/  .n − 1/, the inductive hypothesis guarantees that QA1 has a CP completion.
Thus, QA and A both have CP completions. It is easy to check that our construction
method produces a completion for A with all entries no less than cos 1: 
Theorem 4. A partial CP (DN) matrix, the graph of whose specified entries is a
block graph and that satisfies the cycle conditions, has a CP (DN) completion.
Proof. By Theorem 3 each cycle is completable to a CP matrix whose graph is a
clique. The partial matrix resulting from so completing the cycles has a 1-chordal
graph, and is therefore completable to a CP (DN) matrix [4]. 
In Section 4, we will show by a sequence of lemmas that block graphs are distin-
guished from nonblock graphs by the presence in nonblock graphs of certain induced
subgraphs called double cycles. Among the necessary intermediate results is that
connected block graphs can be identified by examining the nature of their minimal
vertex separators (MVSs).
In Section 5, we consider a nonblock graph G and an induced double cycle H in
G. By specifying data for H that has no CP (DN) completion, we show that for G
a corresponding partial CP (DN) matrix can be constructed that satisfies the cycle
conditions, but has no CP (DN) completion. Thus, we can show the implications
.iii/ H) .i/ and .ii/ H) .i/ in Theorem 2.
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4. Graph theoretic results
A graph that consists of a cycle with two nonadjacent vertices joined by a path
that includes no edges of the cycle is called a double cycle. A subgraph H of graph
G is called an induced subgraph of G if every two vertices of H that have an edge
between them in G also have an edge between them in H . If a graph has an induced
subgraph that is a double cycle, then G is said to have an induced double cycle. The
main goal of this section is to show that a graph is a block graph if and only if it has
no induced double cycle. We proceed by a sequence of lemmas which involve the
notion of an MVS of a connected graph. A set S of vertices of a connected graph G
is an fi; j g-separator if i and j lie in different components of the subgraph induced
by Sc. An fi; j g-separator is minimal if no proper subset of it is an fi; j g-separator,
and a set S of vertices of G is an MVS if it is a minimal fi; j g-separator for some
pair i; j .
Lemma 5. If a graph G =D Kn is connected and every MVS of G consists of two
nonadjacent vertices, then G is a cycle.
Proof. Since G =D Kn, there are two nonadjacent vertices u and v that are both
adjacent to a third vertex w. Since w cannot be an MVS for G, separating u from
v, there must be a path from u to v that does not include w. Consider the shortest
such path and form a cycle by using this path plus the edges from u and v to w. See
Fig. 2. Since u is not adjacent to v, the cycle has at least four vertices. If this cycle
is all of G, then the proof is complete. If the vertices of the cycle are all the vertices
of G, then the proof is also complete because the cycle has no chords. If there were
a chord, then w would be one of its ends since the path from u to v, being shortest,
has no chords. The ends of the chord would then be an MVS for G, contradicting the
nonadjacency requirement.
Finally, suppose there are vertices of G not on the cycle. Consider a path that
begins at some vertex x on the cycle and then leaves the cycle. One of the following
three cases must occur: first, the path can only return to the cycle at x; second, the
path can return to the cycle at a particular vertex y on the cycle adjacent to x, but
can return to the cycle at no other vertex (except x); third, there is a path leaving the
cycle at x that first returns to the cycle at a vertex z not adjacent to x. Each of these
cases leads to a contradiction. In the first case, fxg would be an MVS for G. In the
Fig. 2.
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second case, the adjacent vertices fx; yg would be an MVS for G. In the third case,
there would be three disjoint paths, each of length at least two, from x to z and hence
at least three vertices in any fx; zg-separator of G. Thus, G is a cycle. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a connected graph. Each MVS of G consists of a single vertex
or a pair of nonadjacent vertices if and only if G is a block graph.
Proof. Since Kn has no separators, we assume G =D Kn in the following.
(), by induction) The implication is true when G =D K3 has three vertices since
G is a block graph and can only be disconnected by removal of its middle vertex.
We now assume that the implication ()) is true for graphs with n or fewer vertices,
n > 3, and show that it is true for a graph G with n C 1 vertices. There are two
posible cases: either (1) G can be disconnected by removal of a single vertex or (2)
the only way to disconnect G is to remove two nonadjacent vertices.
If (1) G can be disconnected by removal of a single vertex, consider the smaller
subgraphs that result, each of which is connected and contains the disconnecting
vertex. An MVS for any of these subgraphs must consist of a single vertex or a pair
of nonadjacent vertices since such an MVS is also an MVS for G. By the induction
hypothesis each subgraph is a block graph and thus G is a block graph. In case (2)
Lemma 5 implies that G is a cycle and hence a block graph. This completes the
induction.
( ) Because of the tree-like structure of a connected block graph, each MVS
must consist of an articulation point between two blocks or must separate a block.
Since cliques cannot be separated, if a block is separated, then the block must be a
cycle, and an MVS of a cycle must consist of two nonadjacent vertices. 
Lemma 7. A connected induced subgraph of a block graph is a block graph.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the block graph is connected.
Since a connected induced subgraph of any connected graph can be formed by re-
moving one vertex at a time from the original graph in such a way that each of the
intermediate induced subgraphs is connected, it suffices to show that a connected
induced subgraph H that has one less vertex than the original block graph G is a
block graph. The removed vertex is not an MVS and either belonged to a cycle or
to a clique with four or more vertices. If it belonged to a cycle, its removal created
a path which is a union of 2-cliques, so H , constructable by successive articula-
tion of cycles and cliques, is a block graph. If it belonged to a clique, its removal
created a smaller clique, so H is a block graph. Thus, in any case, H is a block
graph. 
Corollary 1. A graph that has an induced double cycle is not a block graph.
Proof. A double cycle is connected and not a block graph. 
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Lemma 8. If an edge is added to a connected block graph G between vertices u
and v; then the augmented graph is a block graph if and only if the shortest path
in G between u and v does not contain an edge of a k-cycle or a k-clique for
k > 2.
Proof. ( ) Because the added edge cannot be a chord of an induced cycle in G and
because of the tree-like structure of G, the added edge creates exactly one new cycle.
Since this new cycle shares no edges with existing k-cycles or k-cliques for k > 2,
the augmented graph can be constucted by starting with the new cycle and adding
to it sequentally the block graphs produced by removing from G the shortest path
between u and v. Thus, the augmented graph is a block graph.
()) Suppose the path contains an edge of a k-cycle. Then the k-cycle, together
with the path between u and v and the edge between u and v is an induced double
cycle, contradicting Corollary 1. Now suppose the path contains an edge of a k-
clique, with k > 2. Then the edge, together with an adjacent vertex from the k-clique,
and the path and edge between u and v, is an induced double cycle, which is not
allowed. 
Lemma 9. A connected nonblock graph G is a double cycle if and only if all its
connected single vertex deleted subgraphs are block.
Proof. .)/ Obvious from the structure of a double cycle.
.(/ Remove any vertex  from G, along with its incident edges. Then replace
the vertex, but not its incident edges. Replacing any single edge yields a block graph.
Replace the deleted edges one by one, leaving the graph block each time, until no
more edges can be added. Call this new graph H . Now consider all the other pre-
viously deleted edges, each of whose addition to H would create a nonblock graph.
These edges connect  to a set of vertices fi; j; : : : ; kg in G. Now consider all the
paths in H between  and each of fi; j; : : : ; kg and choose the shortest of these paths.
Suppose this path goes from  to i. Then none of the other vertices fj; : : : ; kg can be
on this path since it is shortest.
Since adding the edge between  and i to H creates a nonblock graph, Lemma
8 implies that one of the edges on the path from  to i must be part of a k-cycle or
k-clique in H with k > 2. Thus, there is a double cycle in G consisting of the edge
between  and i, the path between  and i and appropriate edges from the k-cycle
or k-clique. This double cycle is an induced double cycle in G since any other edges
between its vertices would violate either the shortest path condition or the fact that
G less  is a block graph.
Suppose the induced double cycle does not involve all the vertices of G. Then
we could delete a noninvolved vertex from G and produce a block graph with an
induced double cycle, contradicting Corollary 1. Thus, G is a double cycle. 
Theorem 5. A graph is nonblock if and only if it has an induced double cycle.
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Proof. It suffices to consider connected graphs since a graph is block if and only if
all of its connected components are block.
.(/ Corollary 1.
.), by induction) The smallest connected nonblock graph has four vertices and
is a double triangle, so the theorem is true for graphs with four vertices. We assume
that the implication is true for graphs with n > 4 vertices and consider a connected
nonblock graph G with n C 1 vertices. Either (1) G has a connected single vertex
deleted subgraph H which is nonblock or (2) all connected single vertex deleted
subgraphs of G are block. If (1) occurs, then by the induction hypothesis H has an
induced double cycle and, thus, so does G. If (2) occurs, then by Lemma 9 G is a
double cycle.
Thus, in either case, G has an induced double cycle. 
5. Data for nonblock graphs
In this section, we will show that, given any nonblock graph G, there is a partial
CP (DN) matrix with graph G that satisfies the cycle conditions but has no CP (DN)
completion. We begin with the simplest case, the double triangle:
Observation. The following matrix is partial CP (DN), satisfies the cycle condi-
tions, has a double triangle graph, but has no CP (DN) completion:
A D
2
6666664
1
p
2
2 0 ?p
2
2 1
p
2
2 0
0
p
2
2 1
p
2
2
? 0
p
2
2 1
3
7777775
:
(Another matrix meeting the stated conditions was first discovered by Kristie
Karlof and Karen Shuman under the advisement of the first two authors during the
1994 REU Project at the College of William and Mary.)
Proof. It is easy to check that A is partial DN and hence, because of its size, par-
tial CP. The cycle conditions are satisfied since p=2 D arccos 0 6 arccos p2=2 C
arccos
p
2=2 D p=4 C p=4 for both 3-cycles. Setting the unknown entry of A equal
to  yields det A D −.1=2/. C p2=2/2, which can never be positive and can only
be 0 if  is negative. Thus, A has no DN, and hence no CP, completion. 
We now extend our observation to double cycles:
Lemma 10. Given a graph G that is double cycle, there is a partial CP (DN) matrix
that satisfies the cycle conditions, has graph G; but has no CP (DN) completion.
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Proof. We begin with a double triangle graph with edge weights corresponding to
the entries of the matrix A above. Form the graph G by successively placing extra
vertices along the edges of the double triangle. Each new vertex will yield two new
edges in place of one previous edge. Assign the previous edge weight to one of
the new edges and the weight 1, corresponding to  D 0, to the other. Let B be the
partial matrix corresponding to G. Since A satisfies the cycle conditions and all new
 values are 0, B satisfies the cycle conditions. Also, B is partial CP (DN) since each
fully specified principal submatrix of B is in A, and hence is CP (DN), except for
new 2  2 submatrices of all ones, which are CP (DN). Finally we must show that B
has no CP (DN) completion.
Suppose that B has a CP (DN) completion OB. Since OB is PSD, whenever the
(singular) 2  2 principal submatrix of all ones occurs in OB, say in rows r and s and
columns r and s, then rows r and s must be equal as well as columns r and s. Re-
peated use of this fact shows that the 4  4 principal submatrix of OB corresponding
to the vertices of the original double triangle graph is a CP (DN) completion of the
original partial matrix A, which has no CP (DN) completion. Thus, by contradiction,
B has no CP (DN) completion. 
We now use the previous lemma to generate special data for any nonblock graph.
Lemma 11. Given any nonblock graph G; there is a partial CP (DN) matrix with
graph G that satisfies the cycle conditions but has no CP (DN) completion.
Proof. Since G is nonblock, G has an induced double cycle H by Theorem 5. By
Lemma 10 we can assign edge weights to H so that its corresponding partial matrix
with 1’s on the diagonal is partial CP (DN), satisfies the cycle conditions, but has no
CP (DN) completion. Assign the weight 0, corresponding to  D p=2, to the edges
of G not in H and let A be the partial matrix with 1’s on its diagonal corresponding
to G. Any cycle of G not entirely in H must have at least two edges not in H . Thus,
the cycle conditions, each having at least two  ’s equal to p=2, are satisfied. All fully
specified principal submatrices of A are clearly CP (DN). Thus, A is a partial CP
(DN) matrix that satisfies the cycle conditions and has graph G, but A has no CP
(DN) completion since H has no CP (DN) completion. 
6. Proof of the main result
Proof. By Theorem 4, a partial CP (DN) matrix that has a block graph and satisfies
the cycle conditions is completable to a CP (DN) matrix. Thus, (iii) implies (i) and
(ii). By Lemma 11, if G is nonblock, then there is a partial CP (DN) matrix that has
graph G and satisfies the cycle conditions, but has no CP (DN) completion. Thus, (i)
implies (iii) and (ii) implies (iii). 
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